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________________________________________

Summary

The natural triterpenoid resins, dammar and mastic, are often used as
painting varnishes. Degradation of these natural varnishes results in yellow and
brittle films, which obscure the painted images underneath. The main objective of
this thesis is to investigate the molecular changes that occur in triterpenoid
varnishes during ageing on paintings. For this purpose, the chemical composition
of both fresh and aged varnishes from paintings was investigated. In addition, it
was investigated whether triterpenoid varnishes, which were aged according to
several artificial light ageing methods, have similar chemical compositions as
varnishes aged on paintings. Chapter 1 gives a short introduction on the use of
dammar and mastic as painting varnishes and introduces a hypothetical model for
the molecular changes due to ageing of triterpenoid varnishes.

The investigation of fresh dammar and mastic resin is a necessary prestudy
for the questions addressed in the chapters dealing with aged triterpenoid material.
To trace the molecular changes that are induced by ageing the chemical
composition of the fresh starting material has to be well known. The chemical
composition of fresh dammar and mastic is investigated by gas chromatography-
mass spectrometry (GCMS), high performance liquid chromatography-mass
spectrometry (HPLC-MS) and direct temperature-resolved mass spectrometry
(DTMS) in Chapter 2. Fifteen compounds with dammarane, oleanane, ursane and
hopane skeletons are identified in fresh dammar resin, whereas ten compounds
with the euphane, oleanane and dammarane skeleton as well as two bicyclic
triterpenoids are identified in fresh mastic resin.

In the Appendix of Chapter 2, the dammar precipitate, which is usually
formed when preparing a solution of fresh dammar varnish, is characterised.
GCMS, DTMS and size exclusion chromatographic (SEC) analysis demonstrate
that this precipitate consists of relatively polar, acidic material together with a
fraction of dimerised or highly oxidised triterpenoid material. In contrast to earlier
beliefs, the precipitate does not consist of the dammar polymer polycadinene.

A large number of aged yellowed varnishes were collected from paintings
from several museum collections and private collections (Chapter 3). DTMS was
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demonstrated to be a useful technique for the discrimination between aged
triterpenoid, diterpenoid and synthetic varnishes. A number of aged triterpenoid
varnishes were analysed by GCMS and HPLC-MS in order to identify oxidised
triterpenoids, which are formed during the natural ageing processes. These aged
triterpenoid varnishes were found to contain similar oxidation products in varying
relative distributions. These distributions most likely depend on a number of
unknown factors, such as the age of the varnish, the environmental conditions in
the museum and the restoration history of the painting. GCMS, HPLC-MS and
DTMS all suggest that, in addition to oxidation and chain cleavage reactions,
cross-linking reactions occur during ageing on a painting. The positions in the
molecules where oxygen is incorporated and molecules are cleaved during natural
ageing could be identified. It is likely the ageing process gives rise to the formation
of specific fractions in aged varnishes, which may have different solubility
characteristics. Especially the cross-linked fraction was found to be less soluble in
a common solvent (ethanol) used by painting restorers for varnish removal.
Yellowing is one of the problems induced by varnish degradation. Identification of
the yellowing compounds of aged triterpenoid varnishes was attempted with HPLC
in combination with UV/VIS diode array detection, showing that absorption
between 390 and 430 nm is observed for compounds with a relatively low
molecular weight. In addition, analysis by SEC-UV/VIS demonstrates that an
unidentified, but possibly cross-linked or highly oxidised, fraction (900/1000 Da)
exhibits a higher absorption in the blue region than the triterpenoid fraction (400
Da).

Despite the fact that artificial ageing is often applied in conservation
science, it has never been investigated whether the various methods of artificial
ageing available simulate the molecular ageing processes as found on paintings. In
Chapter 4, GCMS and DTMS are used to investigate the molecular composition of
a number of artificially light aged varnishes, which is subsequently compared to
the chemical composition of aged varnishes from paintings. Exposure by xenon-arc
light simulates the oxidation and cross-linking processes as found on paintings,
only when irradiation by UV light is excluded. In the presence of UV light the
oxidation processes that occur on paintings only take place to a limited degree and
instead a number of new compounds are formed, which have not been
demonstrated before, to the best of our knowledge, on paintings. These compounds
were identified by their electron impact fragmentation patterns, which indicated the
presence of oxidised A-rings. The amount of UV light is also important for the
fluorescent tube light ageing of triterpenoid varnish films. Under low UV
conditions the ageing processes as found on paintings are simulated, whereas under
high UV conditions the A-ring oxidation takes place as well. It is therefore
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advisable to exclude UV light for the artificial light ageing of triterpenoid
varnishes.

It is difficult to assess the exact oxidation mechanisms of the triterpenoid
constituents by investigation of the chemical composition of ‘naturally’ or
artificially aged varnishes, due to the complexity of these samples. It is more
straightforward to model the oxidation processes, which are found to take place in
picture varnishes, by subjecting a single pure triterpenoid compound to these
‘ageing’ processes. However, it is difficult to cast a film of a pure triterpenoid
compound. Therefore, a new method is explored in Chapter 5, in which
triterpenoid samples are “aged” in solution by exposing them to the radiation of a
fluorescent tube light device. Reactive species, such as reactive oxygen species or
radicals, are formed in the solution, inducing molecular changes in the triterpenoid
compounds. The solvents dichloromethane (DCM) and acetone, and the
photosensitizers Merocyanine 540 and FotoFenton 2 dissolved in acetonitrile or
dichloromethane were found to generate reactive species by irradiation, which
induce similar oxidation and cross-linking processes in the triterpenoid samples as
found on paintings. Information was obtained on the oxidation mechanisms of the
model compounds hydroxydammarenone and oleanolic acid. SEC in combination
with UV/VIS diode array detection demonstrated that the yellow colour of a
dammar sample, which was light exposed in DCM for a relatively long period of
time, was caused by the formation of relatively high molecular weight material.
This method of solvent ageing can be successfully used for the investigation of the
oxidation mechanism of triterpenoids and the preparation of the cross-linked
fraction of aged dammar and mastic varnishes.

Mass spectrometry is the main technique used in this thesis for the
molecular identification of triterpenoids. Chapter 6 describes the mass
spectrometric behaviour of the triterpenoids found in fresh resins and aged
varnishes. The molecular information of mass spectra obtained under electron
ionisation (EI) and atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) conditions is
compared for a number of triterpenoids with different types of skeletons. EI
promotes fragmentation of a molecule and yields structural information, whereas
APCI-MS spectra mainly provide molecular weight information. In addition,
information about some frequently occurring functional groups in triterpenoids is
obtained. The APCI cone voltage was found to influence the degree of
fragmentation. In most cases, MS-MS under APCI conditions does not provide
extra molecular information because fragment ions are formed which are similar
for triterpenoids with different skeleton types. An atlas is provided in this thesis,
which consists of the EI spectra (70 eV) of 42 triterpenoid compounds identified in
fresh and aged triterpenoid varnishes.
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